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1: Organ and Harp Preludes
duet harp organ christmas Summary Andrea Mumm, Harp and June Marano-Murray, organ play a series of Harp and
Organ Preludes on Christmas Eve at the Second Reformed Church of Hackensack, NJ.

Prelude for Peace is a beautiful ensemble for 8 instruments and vocals in 3 parts. The piece can be played
entirely on harps. It is a great piece to play at your harp circle. It is not a difficult. There is a full conductors
score as well as each individual part. The vocals do not need to be included in the piece. It can be done all
instrumentally. Here are the words to the vocal part: Alleluia, Allelu, Sing a song from me to you, Hand to
heart and heart to hand, Alleluia. Alleluia, Allelu, May peace flow from me to you, Hand to heart and heart to
hand, Alleluia. Alleluia, Allelu, A gift of love from me to you, Hand to heart and heart to hand, Alleluia.
Below is an excerpt from the conductors score which is 11 pages long starting on page 4 of the book. The
book also includes each part separately so they can be distributed to each individual. We have just finished 9
concerts all over the place all for charities and mostly in churches. One was for amnesty international and
another was for homeless and struggling youth. Your music was a smashing hit. Congratulations and thank
you so much Noni I am the one palying the harp prelude video From Sharon: Annie and I are thrilled with
your performance. In fact we encourage that!! We will be assembling the full compliment of instruments
minus the cello part which will be played on electric bass and doubled by the bells. I wish you much success
with this beautiful creation!! On person told me that he usually sits through the prelude with his mind racing,
but not today. This is such a gorgeous piece but at first glance one would think that a small ensemble could
just not perform it. On the contrary - The Memphis Harp Ensemble has performed it many times. The parts for
other instruments can be played on the harp - or other instruments than recommended. AND there are apps for
the hand bells. They played it in very large dining room filled with people and were surprised to learn that the
iPhone could be heard without amplification. There were times the phone was plugged into an amp. The
ensemble looked at and played your Prelude for Peace. They were very enthusiastic. One of our members has
a daughter with Down Syndrome and for years has limitedly played the harp. She can count simple rhythms.
Mom had bought her a set of bells like those used in classrooms. There was a wonderful hush over the
congregation, and many grateful comments were received after worship. Because of the simplicity we were
able to feel the peace that our music was providing. Thank you for giving us peace. Barbara Beautiful piece
Sharon! I like how well the calm setting prepares the congregation for worship. This seems like a piece that
any size of music ministry could prepare in a short time. Janet Your song, "Prelude for Peace" was used at my
church a few months back as a lovely prelude for the new building dedication service. There were strings,
brass, choir and harp involved and it was the perfect choice for all levels of ability while offering the correct
mood for the service. Mona Terry You can see a performance of this piece on here and here Go back to the
Books ,.
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2: PreludeforPeace
All three movements arranged skillfully for two pedal harps.

The crowning touch to your wedding or special event. I will play recessional music until the guests have
vacated the church or immediate area. Is the ceremony fee less if it is a shorter ceremony or a small guest list?
The ceremony package is a flat fee regardless of length of ceremony, number of guests and amount of music
requested. A Catholic Mass might incur a small surcharge. Can I request my favorite songs? Yes, I take
requests and want to hear what your dream song list would be. I do my very best to accommodate all requests.
Some music is not appropriate for the harp for a variety of reasons. I will advise accordingly and honestly.
Any changes in music must be requested at least 72 hours prior to the event. I want the harp to sound its very
best! If I cancel the event, can I transfer my deposit to use towards another event? The deposit is
non-refundable and non-transferable if the event is canceled. Any cancellation or modification made after 30
days prior to the event does not change the obligation of the client to the harpist for the total fee. What if the
event is outside and weather turns inclement? The harpist cannot play in inclement weather or outdoors,
without express advance approval of the harpist. The harpist must cover the harp immediately in even the
smallest amount of precipitation no matter what else is going on. There must be a large, dry, flat surface for
the harp and harpist to sit. Is there a fee for returned checks?
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3: Catholic Mass - Harp Column
This book was created from the older "Harp Preludes For the Church" collections with some revisions of the
arrangements and typographical improvements.

A series of arrangements by Darhon Rees-Rohrbacher, for pedal or lever harp, not too hard. The tunes are
modal in flavor, with harmonies using perfect fourths, fifths and octaves. Plastic bound, lies flat. Hymn
arrangements by W. These are for pedal harp and are not easy; however, if you are good at adapting, you
might do these on nonpedal harp. The arranger believes that the church is a good place for harp players to start
performing, as the audiences are quite receptive. All pieces have a performance time given for the indicated
speed. A medley of several hymns. Jesus Loves Me variations. Arranged by Darhon Rees-Rohrbacher. Key of
C, for all harps, intermediate. Arranged by Darhon Rees-Rohrbacher for non-pedal harp. Christmas Harp and
Holly: Ancient Carols in Modern Dress arranged by W. Fairly advanced; intended for pedal harp. Performance
time is given for the indicated speed of each piece. You can hear Christmas bells in this one. Setting for flute
and pedal harp by Cary Ratcliff. Includes separate music for the flute and pedal harp, and a third piece with
the full score. This is a somewhat more difficult arrangement; it is transcribed from an adaptation for three
violins, cello and basso continuo. This is the theme from Masterpiece Theatre. Handel, arranged by Darhon
Rees- Rohrbacher.
4: Sacred, Christmas and Classical Harp Music for Sale at the Harp and Dragon store
Four pieces for pedal harp and organ. "Choosing material to make up a collection is always difficult, but I have tried to
accommodate certain requests.

5: Category:Hymnals and Psalters - IMSLP/Petrucci Music Library: Free Public Domain Sheet Music
For lever and pedal harps. Clearance Sale. Sacred. Folk Harp Preludes for the Liturgical Church.A series of
arrangements by Darhon Rees-Rohrbacher, for pedal or lever harp, not too hard.

6: Sheet music: Folk Preludes
Bach's Prelude in C on harp by Jadie Cheuk. Performance for a wedding ceremony at the Rosary Church Kowloon,
Hong Kong, Apr For more information, please kindly visit www.enganchecubano.com or.

7: the liturgical harp, book 2
Listen to your favorite songs from Wedding Processionals, Preludes, & Canons by The Suntrees Sky Now. Stream
ad-free with Amazon Music Unlimited on mobile, desktop, and tablet.

8: Top 10 Wedding Prelude Songs. Clips. Downloads- Songs, Sheet Music. | My Wedding Music
Mark Pace, Harp St. Paul's Episcopal Church Concord, NH.

9: 18 Wedding Prelude Songs to Kickstart Your Ceremony - WeddingWire
Your song, "Prelude for Peace" was used at my church a few months back as a lovely prelude for the new building
dedication service. There were strings, brass, choir and harp involved and it was the perfect choice for all levels of ability
while offering the correct mood for the service.
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